Our client is a wholly owned subsidiary of a worldwide insurance company oﬀering a full
range of managed services encompassing Data Management, Risk Controlling, Performance
Analysis and Reporting for investments. As a one-stop shop for custom analysis and reporting
solutions, the company provides scalable capabilities to handle any production volume. Asset
Managers, Institutional Investors and Custodians rely on our client as an internationally
operating partner for dependable long-term support. The key advantage of our client is a
comprehensive coverage of business processes along the entire investment value chain.
Backed by specialized technical and industry expertise, our customer delivers rapid results,
while our clients concentrate on their core business as well as getting a decisive leg up on
the competition. For his location in Munich, our customer is currently looking for a qualiﬁed:

Senior Azure Cloud Engineer (m/f/d) - 40% till 60% remote work possible
Job-ID: CF-00003983
Ort: München

Main Tasks:
The team “IT Tools and Infrastructure” supports numerous applications including those used
to support internal processes, to provide reporting services around the central data
warehouse. In a rapidly changing world this role provides the opportunity to constantly learn
new skills and technologies as well as develop knowledge of ITIL processes, security and IT
migration projects. As part of a dynamic team, your key responsibilities will be to support the
setup and deployment of applications primarily based on Linux, Kubernetes and several other
Cloud Technologies. You will be responsible for the ongoing 3rd level management as well
assupporting the 1st and 2nd level Operations teams. You will manage and roll out changes
and security patches ensuring standard processes are followed.
Manages the conﬁguration, maintenance, enhancement and support of commercial
software packages, internally developed applications and web services; in particular
Data storage, Datalake, Databricks, Kubernetes, ACR, NSG and Azure Defender
Manages the customization and addition of new features to commercial software
packages and internally developed applications according to business requirements
Supports in 3rd level operational issues of the various applications
Provides technical support to 1st and 2nd level operations teams as well as training,
transition to production and all related documentation
Governance of cloud conﬁguration via Terraform, upgrades and security patching
Working within a change and release driven structure, mainly in project teams, to
ensure deadlines are met and communication of current status is provided regularly
and concisely

Your technical qualiﬁcations:
University degree in (business) information technology, mathematics, economics with IT
focus or comparable degree
Profound professional experience with Azure products and platforms
Good knowledge of Cloud architecture concepts & principles with experience in Change
and/or 3rd level technical teams
Understanding of IT security concepts, hardening and best practice approaches
Good understanding of ITIL processes especially in regard to change and release
management Experience in Tomcat application server is a plus
English and German ﬂuent

Your personal qualiﬁcations:
Excellent customer orientation as well as communication skills towards team members,
clients and internal customers
Ability to clearly communicate complex topics to both technical and not technical
people as well as explaining abstract concepts

Our client oﬀers:
Exciting challenges in a demanding and international project- and customer environment. A
modern work environment in one of the most attractive cities in Europe. An attractive salary
package and good social beneﬁts form the framework for this interesting position.
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